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Abstract— This paper describes a novel controller that is ca-
pable of simultaneously controlling torque and variable stiffness
in real-time, for actuators with antagonistically driven pneu-
matic artificial muscles (PAMs). To this end, two contributions
are presented: i) A stable force feedback controller that can
cope with inherent PAM nonlinearities is synthesized using the
dissipativity theory, for each PAM unit. ii) On top of this force
feedback controller, a mathematical formulation is developed to
compute reference force inputs that correspond to desired joint
torque and joint stiffness inputs, concerning both agonist and
antagonist PAMs. This strategy enables us to introduce real-
time sensory feedback; torque and stiffness control is addressed
by means of PAM force feedback control with guaranteed
stability. To validate the proposed control scheme, a series of
experiments were conducted on an experimental setup. As the
result, the controller exhibited favorable torque and stiffness
tracking in real-time, demonstrating that it could meet the
performance criteria to power exoskeleton systems.

I. INTRODUCTION

Major advances in mechatronics establish a solid basis
to promote robot-assisted techniques for physiotherapy and
neurorehabilitation. In particular, wearable robotic exoskele-
tons have potentials to be utilized both as a diagnostic tool to
evaluate various key motor impairments and as a therapeutic
tool to implement active assistive therapy [1]. Considering
these evidences, we are in the process of developing a whole
body exoskeleton system to study various research topics on
robot-aided rehabilitation and sensorimotor learning.

As wearable robots do interact with human subjects in a
continuous manner, torque control and physical compliance
are of importance when assessing dependability, low me-
chanical impedance and inherent safety [2], [3]. In addition
to these factors, adjustable compliance is proven to be an
essential feature in human nature to stabilize arm motion
when subject to disturbances [4] and to create favorable me-
chanical energetics via impedance matching [5]. Therefore,
variable stiffness appears to be a crucial property for robotic
exoskeletons, in addition to torque control.

In developing an actuation module that is capable of
simultaneously controlling torque and variable stiffness, an
antagonistic pair of PAMs (Pneumatic Artificial Muscle) may
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possess favorable characteristics, due to their superior power-
to-weight ratios and physical compliance. Moreover, PAMs
can be connected to joints without any heavy and high
frictional mechanism, making the overall system relatively
light, wearable and yet powerful [6]. Despite PAMs suffer
from certain shortcomings, e.g., inherent nonlinearities, con-
stant need of pressurized air, they were proven to be useful
actuators for exoskeleton systems [7], [8].

With respect to real-time control of PAMs, Tsagarakis and
Caldwell implemented a torque tracking controller with a
software-controlled virtual impedance scheme [7]. Noritsugu
et al. addressed hybrid position and force control with a
feedforward compensator [9]. Sardellitti et al. utilized a
technique to regulate stiffness via a sliding mode force
controller, applied to an average PAM-valve model [10].
Vanderborght et al. implemented variable stiffness for a
pleated PAM-powered biped robot, via the summation of
pressure gauges [11].

In the light of these advancements, this paper presents
two main contributions: 1) A novel PAM force feedback
controller with guaranteed stability is synthesized based on
the dissipativity theory (subsection IV-B). The controller is
verified to be able to cope with the inherent nonlinearities
of PAMs, since conventional controllers fail to achieve this
task. 2) On top of the PAM force feedback controller, a
mathematical formulation is presented to compute reference
PAM force inputs that correspond to desired joint torque and
joint stiffness inputs (subsection IV-A). In doing so, torque
and variable stiffness control can be addressed by means of
force feedback control for each PAM unit, enabling us to
introduce real-time sensory feedback with guaranteed stabil-
ity. In addition, real-time system performance is thoroughly
tested and evaluated with a series of experiments, conducted
on an actual actuator module (section V).

The paper is organized as follows. The physical setup used
in the experiments is introduced in section II. PAM modeling
and identification procedures are disclosed in section III.
Real-time torque and variable stiffness control strategy is
explained in section IV, with the related force feedback
control stability proof. Experimental results are presented in
section V. The paper is concluded in section VI.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Prior to the implementation in our multi-DoF exoskeleton,
an actuator module was constructed to thoroughly test the
controller’s experimental performance. The module includes
two antagonistically driven PAMs (Festo MAS-40) with
servo pressure valves (NORGREN, VP5010SBJ series, 0-8
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Fig. 1. The physical experimental setup [12]. Pressure servo valves are
placed at the bottom, and therefore, not displayed.

[bar]) that control inner pressure proportional to the voltage
inputs. Servo valves can also output pressure measurements.
PAMs are connected via a pulley-cable system, combined
with an encoder to measure the joint angle. The maximum
actuator output produced via PAMs is ±70 [Nm]. Fig.
1 displays the physical system, while Fig. 2 presents its
principle elements. In Fig. 2, Fa, Fb are measured PAM
forces (load cell outputs), Pa, Pb are measured pressure
values, Pra, Prb are reference pressure values, Tp is the
output torque produced by PAMs, r is the pulley radius, θ
is the joint angle, Ph is the supply pressure.

III. MODELING AND IDENTIFICATION

In order to successfully implement real-time force feed-
back control, accurate PAM force-pressure modeling is of
importance. To this end, Chou and Hannaford derived a
model that is based on conservation of mechanical energy
[13]. However, this method could not encapsulate the elas-
ticity effect. Tackling this issue, Hildebrandt et al. utilized
an additional 3rd order polynomial function with a fractional
power function, in a way to incorporate nonlinear elasticity
characteristics [14]. While their model captures an important
portion of PAM force-pressure-length characteristics, it may
not fully represent dynamic and static frictional forces.
The importance of these effects are underlined by Tondu
in [15], where he uses Hill’s principle to model frictional
effects, without considering the models proposed in [13]
and [14]. Performing an exhaustive benchmarking on the
actual system, the best modeling option appears to be the
superposition of [13]–[15] with minor modifications.

F (P,L, L̇) = P

2∑
q=0

µqL
q −

 4∑
j=0

ηjL
j + η5L

2
3


− sgn(L̇)

(
2∑
k=0

λkL̇
k + λ3e

− |L̇|
λ4

)
(1)

F = Pβ − γ (2)

In (1), F , P , L and L̇ respectively denote force, pressure,
length and length rate change of a given PAM. β = β(L) and
γ = γ(L, L̇) are used to shorten expressions. Utilizing this
model, both energy conservation (first term in (1)), nonlinear
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Fig. 2. Principle elements of the experimental setup.

elasticity (second term in (1)), and frictional effects (third
term in (1)) are encapsulated. Subsequently, a parameter
identification procedure is executed to obtain 14 constants
in (1), namely, µq (q=0..2), ηj (j=0..5), λk (k=0..4).

For this purpose, pressure inputs with varying amplitudes
(up to the maximum of 8.0 [bar]) were implemented to
PAMs. Input frequency was varied between 0.0 [Hz] and
4 [Hz]. In this setup, servo pressure tracking may not be
possible with frequencies larger than 4 [Hz]. Load cells
(see Fig. 1 and Fig. 2) were utilized to collect actual force
measurements. Individual muscle lengths, (La, Lb), were
computed via the measured joint angle;

La = L0a + r(θ − θ0); Lb = L0b − r(θ − θ0), (3)

in which L0a and L0b are PAM lengths when θ = θ0.
As the muscle co-contracted with respect to pressure inputs,
disturbance forces were externally applied to the link in a
random fashion, so as to enrich the data set. For each muscle,
one training data set and three test data sets were collected.

Using the training data set, parameter identification was
performed via a nonlinear least square fitting method. Iden-
tified parameters were placed in eq. (1) and assessed via test
data sets. Fig. 3 depicts force modeling error (the difference
between actual measurement and model-based computation)
percentage with respect to pressure and normalized length,
in the case of PAM-a. It was normalized by considering the
actual force range. Similar results were obtained for PAM-
b as well. Observing this figure, the maximum modeling
error percentage indicates a trend between ±3%. Thus, we
are able to obtain a sufficiently precise PAM model via the
combination of models proposed in [13]–[15].

IV. TORQUE AND VARIABLE STIFFNESS CONTROL

Fig. 4 displays the proposed control scheme. In this figure,
Tpr and Kr stand for reference joint torque and joint stiffness
inputs. Fri, Fi, Fci, Pri, Pi respectively denote reference
force input, actual force measurement (load cell output),
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Fig. 3. PAM-a, dynamic force modeling error with respect to PAM pressure
and length. Similar results were obtained for PAM-b as well.

force command (PAM force controller output), reference
pressure input, and actual pressure measurement, all for the
ith PAM; (i = a, b).

In principle, our approach can be divided into three phases:
i) Computation of reference PAM force inputs (concern-
ing both agonist and antagonist PAMs) for a given set of
reference joint torque and joint stiffness inputs (subsection
IV-A). ii) Implementation of stable force feedback control
for individual PAMs to ensure the realization of desired
joint torque and stiffness commands (subsection IV-B). iii)
Pressure servo control using NORGREN valves (see Fig. 4).
We mainly investigate first two phases, since the pressure
control performance is ensured by the servo valves.

A. From Joint Torque&Stiffness to PAM Force References

As previously explained, we need to compute reference
PAM force inputs (Fra, Frb) that correspond to reference
torque and variable stiffness inputs (Tpr, Kr), so that torque
and stiffness control can be addressed by means of force
control for each PAM unit. With this in mind, the reference
joint torque that can be generated by antagonistically paired
PAMs may be obtained in terms of reference PAM forces,
as indicated below (see Fig. 2).

Tpr = r (Fra − Frb) (4)

Reference joint stiffness, Kr, can be derived by the partial
differentiation of (4) with respect to joint angle, θ.

Kr =
∂Tpr
∂θ

= r

(
∂Fra
∂La

∂La
∂θ
− ∂Frb
∂Lb

∂Lb
∂θ

)
(5)

Applying the chain rule in (5), and acquiring ∂La
∂θ = r and

∂Lb
∂θ = −r via eq. (3), the final expression is formed in the

following manner.

Kr = r2
(
∂Fra
∂La

+
∂Frb
∂Lb

)
(6)

Assessing (6), one needs to differentiate force equations
(eq. (1)) with respect to PAM lengths for each PAM unit.
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In (7), (9), (11) and (13), (µqa, µqb) (q=0..2), (ηja, ηjb)
(j=0..5) and (λka, λkb) (k=0..4) are PAM model parameters
and identified for each muscle as previously explained in
section III. βi, γi, Φi and Ψi (i=a, b) are used to shorten
expressions.

Furthermore, ∂Pra∂La
and ∂Prb

∂Lb
are derived via the ideal gas

law.

∂Pra
∂La

=
ζ − Pra
Va

∂Va
∂La

;
∂Prb
∂Lb

=
ζ − Prb
Vb

∂Vb
∂Lb

. (15)

PAM volume Vi (i = a, b) is experimentally identified with
respect to Li, using 3rd order polynomials [14]. Hence, Vi
and ∂Vi

∂Li
can be obtained. ζ is a constant specific to dry air.

Refer to the Appendix to see the derivation of (15). Finally,
combining (8), (12), (10), (14) and (15) in (6), the reference
joint stiffness, Kr, can be expressed in terms of Fra and Frb.
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Fig. 4. The proposed control scheme. Torque&Stiffness to Force Ref. block
computes reference PAM forces in accordance with desired joint torque and
stiffness commands (subsection IV-A).

Kr = r2
(
ζ(Ua + Ub)−Ψb −Ψa

+ Wa(Fra + γa) +Wb(Frb + γb)
)
, (16)

Ui =
βi
Vi

∂Vi
∂Li

, (17)

Wi =
Φi − Ui
βi

. (18)

In (16), sub-expressions Ui and Wi (i=a, b) are used to
ease the computation. Eqs. (4) and (16) constitute a set of
formulae to compute joint torque and stiffness in terms of
PAM forces. Since our main purpose is to obtain PAM forces
in terms of joint torque and stiffness, (4) and (16) are solved
to obtain PAM forces. As such, reference PAM forces may
be sequentially computed as shown below.

Fra =
1

Wa +Wb

(
Kr

r2
+ Ψb + Ψa −Waγa

− Wb

(
γb −

Tr
r

)
− ζ(Ua + Ub)

)
(19)

Frb = Fra −
Tr
r

(20)

B. Stable Force Feedback Control for PAMs

The stability proof for the ith (i=a, b) PAM force feedback
control is given by using the dissipativity theory. Refer to
[16] for the mathematical background of the proof.

As displayed in Fig. 4, reference pressure inputs (Pri) are
inserted to pressure servo valves (NORGREN VP5010SBJ).
These valves include a built-in pressure servo loop with nec-
essary feedback control, regulating the air flow to realize the
desired pressure commands. Therefore, the relation between
servo valve input-output (Pi∼Pri) can be expressed using a
delay model [10].

εṖi = −Pi + Pri (21)

ε is the delay constant. Pri is computed by inserting the
force command (PAM force controller output, Fci) into the

corresponding force-pressure mode, see Fig. 4. Plugging (21)
into (2), the following is yielded.

Ṗi = −Pi
ε

+
Fci + γi
εβi

(22)

The force error Fei is computed using reference force (Fri)
and actual force (Fi) as follows.

Fei = Fri − Fi = Fri − (Piβi − γi) (23)

Albeit the mapping Fci 7→ Fei is not passive, we can
still render the plant passive with respect to the mapping
υi 7→ Fei, where υ is an external input to be defined. The
storage function, S(P ), is selected as follows.

S(P ) =
1

2
εF 2
ei (24)

Differentiating (24) yields the following.

Ṡ(P ) = εFeiḞei = εFei(Ḟri − Ḟi)
= εFei(Ḟri − Ṗiβi − Piβ̇i + γ̇i) (25)

If we place (22) into (25),

Ṡ(P ) = Fei(ε(Ḟri − Piβ̇i + γ̇i) + Piβi − γi − Fci)) (26)

and recalling that Fi = Piβi − γi,

Ṡ(P ) = Fei(ε(Ḟri − Piβ̇i + γ̇i) + Fi − Fci). (27)

Command signal Fci is assigned as follows.

Fci = Fri + ε(Ḟri − Piβ̇i + γ̇i)− υi (28)

where υi is the external control input. In force command
(28), ε(γ̇i − Piβ̇i) stands for nonlinear passifying terms,
whereas Fri + εḞri indicate the feedforward input. Placing
(28) in (27), Ṡ(P ) reduces to the following.

Ṡ(P ) = Fei(Fi − Fri + υi) = Fei(−Fei + υi) (29)
= −F 2

ei + Feiυi ≤ Feiυi (30)

Therefore, (29) indicates that the plant (22)-(23), together
with the Fci command that includes feedforward and nonlin-
ear passifying terms, is a strictly passive system with respect
to input υi and output Fei [16]. υi is constructed using a lead-
lag controller with limited integral action and a low pass filter
on the derivative term (see Ci(s) in Fig. 5).

υi = −FeiCi; Ci(s) = KPiΞ
1 + TIis

1 + ΞTIis

1 + TDis

1 + αTDis
(31)

In (31), we have 0≤TDi<TIi, 1≤Ξ<∞, and 0≤α<1;
KPi, TDi, TIi are controller gains, tuned via a Ziegler-
Nichols-like approach. Fig. 5 displays the controlling strat-
egy in which feedforward terms (Fri+εḞri), nonlinear passi-
fying terms (εγ̇i−εPiβ̇i), and feedback control action (FeiCi)
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are incorporated in accordance with (28), the outcome of the
stability analysis. Here, the plant with the precompensator
(combination of feedforward and nonlinear passifying terms)
and the controller constitute a system with passive feedback
interconnections. Utilizing the direct implication given in
(30), the system is asymptotically stable and Bounded-Input-
Bounded-Output stable [16].

Synthesizing the controller in this manner not only pro-
vides a mathematical proof to guarantee stability, but also
ensures a high tracking performance thanks to nonlinear
passifying and feedforward terms. The controller compen-
sates certain nonlinearities that are inherent to PAM actu-
ators, enabling our feedback controller to perform well. In
practice, we confirmed that solely implementing the classical
feedback controllers (PID or lead-lag only, without nonlinear
passifying and feedforward terms) resulted with unacceptable
tracking performance and often led to instability. Conven-
tionally implemented PID with feedforward approach (PID
+ Fri) may provide tracking; however, its performance is
observed to be not as satisfactory. Moreover, stability may
not be guaranteed for these alternatives.

V. EXPERIMENT RESULTS

To validate the proposed control frame, a series of ex-
periments were conducted on the actuator module that is
described in section II. Results are given in Figs. 6-8. Fig. 6
displays stand-alone torque tracking results. Fig. 7 and Fig.
8 display simultaneous torque and variable stiffness tracking
results. Due to safety precautions, torque input amplitudes
were kept within certain limits. In Figs. 6-8, dotted blue, solid
cyan, dotted purple, solid green, dotted pink and solid orange
lines indicate reference torque, measured torque, reference
stiffness, estimated stiffness, reference agonist PAM force
and measured agonist PAM force variations, respectively.

To examine the torque tracking performances for static
or slowly-varying inputs, a gravity compensation task was

implemented. Its result is given in Fig. 6(a). Yellow hatched
areas show the periods in which the tip weight was statically
balanced by the controller (i, ii, v) or followed the commands
of a slowly-varying external manipulation. (iii, iv). Pink areas
stand for transitions between the postures. Note that the
controller strictly provides the overall torque to cancel out
the gravitational load. In this task, a tip weight of 7.5 [kg]
dumbbell was attached to the actuator link (0.9 [kg]) and it
maintained its posture regardless of the joint position. Refer
to the multimedia attachment to view scenes from gravity
compensation experiments with different tip weights.

Fig. 6(b) and Fig. 6(c) show relatively slow and fast
torque reference tracking for sine wave inputs at 0.5 [Hz],
and at 3.0 [Hz], respectively. In both cases, the controller
showed satisfactory tracking performances in which tracking
delays were negligible for practical applications. Although a
frequency domain analysis indicated that the controller can
track torque inputs up to 4 [Hz], the inputs faster than 3.2
[Hz] were found to be infeasible as the delay largely grows.

Fig. 7(a) and Fig. 7(b) depict results from a simultaneous
torque and variable stiffness tracking experiment. Torque
reference was assigned via a sine wave signal with a fre-
quency at 2.2 [Hz] and with a peak-to-peak amplitude of
±15 [Nm]. Stiffness reference was given via a sine wave
with a frequency at 0.37 [Hz] and with a peak-to-peak
amplitude of 60±15 [Nm/rad]. As the result, simultaneous
torque and stiffness tracking control was achieved, despite
the fact that both inputs had distinct frequencies. In this
case, torque input frequency was greater than stiffness input
frequency; 2.2 [Hz] > 0.37 [Hz]. This result indicated that
the proposed controller can reliably achieve simultaneous
torque and variable stiffness control.

As explained in section IV, eqs. (19) and (20) are used to
compute reference force inputs that correspond to desired
torque and stiffness inputs, concerning both agonist and
antagonist muscles. Thus, torque and stiffness control is
addressed by means of stabilized force feedback control. In
Fig. 7(c), reference and measured force variations for the
agonist muscle (PAM-a) were plotted. It can be observed
that the reference PAM-a force reference appeared to be an
interference pattern of two distinct frequencies, introduced
by torque (2.2 [Hz]) and stiffness (0.37 [Hz]) inputs. This
interference signal was well tracked thanks to the stabilized
force feedback control strategy, introduced in Fig. 5. A
similar result was obtained for the antagonist muscle (PAM-
b), thus not plotted.

Fig. 8(a) and Fig. 8(b) show torque and stiffness track-
ing results from another experiment in which torque input
frequency was 0.5 [Hz] and stiffness input frequency was
2.0 [Hz]. In contrast to the previous case, stiffness input
frequency was greater than torque input frequency; 2.0 [Hz]
> 0.5 [Hz]. Amplitudes were kept the same as in Fig. 7.
Tracking performances were quite satisfactory; regardless
of the differences in torque and stiffness input frequencies,
the controller achieved simultaneous torque-stiffness tracking
control. Similarly, the force reference in Fig. 8(c) for the
agonist PAM appeared to be an interference pattern of two



distinct input frequencies, so that it could satisfy both con-
straints. This force reference was also well tracked, thanks
to the proposed force feedback control. A similar result was
obtained for PAM-b, thus not plotted.

VI. CONCLUSION

We proposed a novel PAM force feedback controller with
guaranteed stability, synthesized via the dissipativity theory.
On top of this force feedback controller, a mathematical
formulation was developed to compute reference PAM force
inputs for a given set of desired joint torque and joint stiff-
ness inputs. Therefore, torque and variable stiffness control
was addressed by means of force feedback control for each
PAM unit, enabling us to introduce real-time sensory feed-
back with guaranteed stability. A series of experiment results
were presented to validate the performance of simultaneous
torque and stiffness tracking control.

In Fig. 7 and Fig. 8, the tracking performances in lower
frequencies may suffer from inevitable harmonics with suffi-
ciently small amplitudes, although this issue was not ob-
served to be a drawback in our applications [17]. When
applying inputs with distinct frequencies to a multi-input-
multi-output system, the faster input may cause such effects,
as in this case.

In general, PAMs may not perform tracking as favorable as
electrical motors, due to the fact that air flow is much slower
than electrical current. As a result, the control bandwidth
is narrower because of the inevitable delays in the air
pressure servo loop. On the contrary, electrically actuated
systems may not allow the simultaneous control of torque
and stiffness unless complicated mechanisms are designed
[6]. They are also heavier and intrinsically not compliant.

On this matter, we highlight the fact that we do not intend
to make bold comparison statements; one should choose
the actuator type depending on the system requirements. In
our case, we aimed for a powerful and light system with
physical compliance, and thus, chose pneumatic muscles. In
this respect, this paper is written to report the way we handle
the problem of stabilized PAM control, as the proposed
scheme satisfactorily met the performance objectives.

Multi-DoF application of this work is straightforward, as
the method provides a reliable torque and stiffness control
strategy with guaranteed stability. Indeed, we successfully
built balance recovery controllers on top of the proposed
scheme, for a lower body exoskeleton that is powered via
identical PAMs, see [17]. Therefore, our next report will be
concerning the exploitation of variable stiffness control for
sensorimotor learning and robot-assisted rehabilitation.

APPENDIX - DERIVATION OF ∂P
∂L FOR DRY AIR AT 5 oC

A compressed air dryer provides dry air for our pneumatic
actuators at a constant temperature of 5 oC. Using the chain
rule, partial differentiation of the PAM pressure (P ) with
respect to PAM length (L) is expressed below.

∂P

∂L
=
∂P

∂V

∂V

∂L
(32)
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Fig. 6. Torque tracking for distinct inputs. a) Gravity compensation task.
b) Sine wave input at 0.5 [Hz]. b) Sine wave input at 3.0 [Hz].

PAM volume V can be experimentally characterized in
terms of L, using a 3rd order polynomial [14]. Therefore,
∂V
∂L can be computed. As we now need to formulate ∂P

∂V , the
ideal gas law for constant temperature (T ) is used.

PV = mRspT (33)

In (33), m and Rsp, respectively refer to gas mass, and
specific gas constant for dry air at 5 oC. Differentiating both
sides of (33) with respect to V , the following is yielded.

∂

∂V
(PV ) =

∂m

∂V
RspT (34)

P +
∂P

∂V
V = ρRspT (35)

In (35), ρ is the density of dry air. At 5 oC (T=278.15 K),
ρ and Rsp are 1.269 [kgm−3] and 278.058 [Nmkg−1K−1].
Despite the fact that ρ may change depending on the
pressure, we consider it constant to prevent complicated
modeling. Compared to the conventional approach in which
∂P
∂L is totally omitted, our approach is physically more
consistent. To have a simpler notation, ρRspT constant is
called ζ. Using (35), ∂P

∂V can be yielded. Plugging it into
(32), the final derivation is completed as below.

∂P

∂L
=

(ζ − P )

V

∂V

∂L
(36)
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